
Proof of Principle: Immobilisation of Robust CuII
3TbIII-Macrocycles

on Small, Suitably Pre-functionalised Gold Nanoparticles

How did the collaborations on this project start?
We obtained a MacDiarmid Institute postdoctoral fellowship for Dr.
Humphrey Feltham that enabled us to initiate a collaboration com-
bining our expertise to immobilise functional complexes (Sally)
onto solid supports (Carla)—a key step towards developing new
materials for applications such as nano-memory or catalysis. Initial
characterisation of the resulting hybrid material, SMM@NP, was
done in NZ, but we were fortunate to attract Roberta’s interest to
fully characterise it with a range of advanced techniques, and the
rest is history as they say!

What was the biggest surprise in the course of this study?
That everything worked first time!! Humphrey was able to use
a modified microemulsion method (developed in Carla’s laborato-
ry) to obtain small monodisperse gold nanoparticles (ca. 3.5 nm di-
ameter), then change the initial surfactant to one providing car-
boxylate tethers. He then immobilised a large amount of a robust
soluble macrocyclic [Cu3Tb] SMM complex (that he had prepared
during his Ph.D. with Sally) onto these Au NPs and went on to
show, using standard magnetometry, that some SMM character
was retained. Our European team then proved that [Cu3Tb] is
intact on the surface, by using a range of advanced techniques
(XPS, XAS, and XMCD).

What future opportunities do you see?
This proof-of-principle study provides a very versatile strategy to
access a wide range of hybrid materials. Importantly, it does not re-
quire the complex to be synthetically modified first. This method
can be further developed to mitigate the effects on the SMM dy-
namics by using tethers that selectively bind to a site of the SMM
that only marginally contributes to the magnetic anisotropy (e.g. ,

the 3d ions). It also opens up systematic studies, including trans-
port measurements, of a far wider range of Au NP-immobilised
complexes than could hitherto have been imagined—not least as
it can equally be employed to immobilise large amounts of mole-
cules with other functions (e.g. , catalytic properties).

Invited for the front cover of this issue is the multi-national collaborative team of Carla Meledandri, Roberta Sessoli, Sally
Brooker and co-workers at the Universities of Otago and Florence along with IMPMC and SOLEIL. The image depicts the
binding of huge amounts of macrocyclic complexes onto small monodisperse gold nanoparticles prefunctionalised by car-
boxylate tethers. Read the full text of the article at 10.1002/chem.201604821.
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“Everything worked first time !!”
Read more about the story behind the
cover in the Cover Profile and about the
research itself on page && ff. (DOI:
10.1002/chem.201604821).
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